Important safeguards

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE CLEANOZ® has been carefully engineered for both efficiency and safety. However, basic safety precautions should always be followed when using any electrical device, especially intended for baby’s care.

WARNING

Use this product only for its intended use as described in this booklet. Do not use attachments not recommended by Nuvita. CLEANOZ® is a battery operated nasal aspirator for babies. Do not use attachments not recommended by Nuvita. Do not use this product for any other purpose.

CAUTION: THE DISPOSABLE RESERVOIR NOZZLE PIECE CONTAINS A LATEX BAG WHICH MAY CAUSE ALLERGENIC REACTIONS.

3. Per la sicurezza del bambino il tempo massimo di aspirazione deve essere di alcuni secondi.
4. Non utilizzare Cleanoz® in presenza di irritazioni o emorragie.
5. In caso di infezioni, febbre, irritazioni al naso o emorragie consultare il proprio medico pediatra.
6. Non utilizzare Cleanoz® senza l’apposita testina con augello o il silicone guide nodule with the excised edge of the transparent tank.

INSTRUCTION FOR USE

Cleanoz® is a battery operated nasal aspirator for babies.

1. For the first use: Open the battery compartment by removing the cover from the nasal aspirator (use a screwdriver to unscrew). Insert three AAA LR3 Alkaline batteries the shut the compartment. Use only Alkaline batteries and respect the polarity.
2. Insert a new disposable reservoir nozzle piece by aligning the upper silicone guide nodule with the excised edge of the transparent tank. Please be careful not to damage the bag upon insertion.
3. Position the disposable nozzle just at the opening of the nostril. To improve the efficiency of Cleanoz®, it is recommended to irrigate nasal passages with Saline solution, before aspirating secretions.
4. Switching on: Press the switch while covering the venting hole with your finger tip. The secretions are collected in the reservoir bag.
5. Switching off: The suction stops automatically a few seconds later when the bag is full.
6. Empty the reservoir over a tissue by uncovering the venting hole before reusing the nasal aspirator.
7. Empty, remove and discard the disposable reservoir nozzle piece after use.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1. Switch ON/OFF.
2. Venting hole on transparent tank.
3. Main unit and transparent tank.
4. Battery door.
5. Disposable reservoir nozzle tip.
7. Empty, remove and discard the disposable reservoir nozzle piece after use.

8. Do not push nozzle deep into baby’s nostril. Use Cleanoz® in the recommended direction.
9. Use only Nuvita single use reservoir nozzle pieces for Cleanoz®. They are specifically intended for baby’s care.
10. The reservoir nozzle piece is not sterile.
11. Do not use or store the unit or the disposable nozzle pieces under the following conditions: Temp between 5°C and 45°C (41°F and 113°F).
12. The nozzle piece is disposable; discard it after use or at least once a day. If you intend to reuse the nozzle piece the same day, you should rinse it with clean water immediately after use; aspirate clear water for 3 seconds with Cleanoz® then empty the reservoir then clean the cone shaped tip with antiseptic cloth. Never use the same reservoir nozzle piece on different babies! never reuse the same nozzle tip overnight!
13. Do not clean the nose cleaner unit with solvents or abrasive products.

CLEANING AFTER USE

1. The nozzle piece is disposable; discard it after use or at least once a day. If you intend to reuse the nozzle piece the same day, you should rinse it with clean water immediately after use; aspirate clear water for 3 seconds with Cleanoz® then empty the reservoir then clean the cone shaped tip with antiseptic cloth. Never use the same reservoir nozzle piece on different babies! never reuse the same nozzle tip overnight!
2. Cleaning the main unit: Make sure that the battery compartment is shut before cleaning the main unit. Do not clean the nose cleaner unit with solvents or abrasive products.
3. Do not immerse the nasal aspirator. Do not aspirate any other
4. To help protect our environment, we encourage you to recycle at approved recycling locations. Do not dispose of batteries in normal household waste.

STORAGE

1. Store Cleanoz® in a dry place at room temperature. Cleanoz® and the disposable reservoir nozzle pieces must be stored in appropriate conditions: Temp between 5°C and 45°C (41°F and 113°F).
2. If not used for several months, it is recommended to remove batteries.

PRECAUTIONS

1. Cleanoz® is not a toy. Cleanoz® must be used by adults only after reading this manual.
2. Keep Cleanoz® and nozzle pieces out of children’s reach.
3. Cleanoz® is designed for household use, only to aspirate baby’s nasal secretions.
4. Cleanoz® is designed for an intermittent use (15 seconds/minute max).
5. Before using Cleanoz®, make sure that all parts are correctly assembled.
6. Respect the expiration date on the disposable reservoir nozzle pieces.
7. Do not attempt to disassemble the nose cleaner unit or the nozzle pieces.
8. Do not strike, bend or drop the unit.
9. Use only Nuvita single use reservoir nozzle pieces for Cleanoz®. They are designed to be used only with Cleanoz® by Nuvita.
10. The reservoir nozzle piece is not sterile.
11. Do not use or store the unit or the disposable nozzle pieces under the following conditions: Temp between 5°C and 45°C (41°F and 113°F).
12. The nozzle cleaner should not be used in any conditions other than those described above.

WARRANTY TERMS & CONDITIONS

In accordance with current regulations, the product is guaranteed 24 months (legal guarantee) against defects in materials or manufacturing starting from the date stated in the receipt. Excluded from the legal guarantee of 24 months (legal guarantee) are the parties identified as “consumers” described above.

1. The product has undergone aesthetic damage due to improper use not in accordance with instructions in the manual.
2. This product has been modified and / or tampered with.
3. The cause of the failure was due to poor maintenance of the individual components and / or accessories and / or supplies (e.g. oxidation and / or scaling due to the retention of water or other liquids, sediment blocking the sensor, leak of corrosive liquid from batteries.)
4. The following is excluded from the legal guarantee of 24 months:
   a. Hot locations such as the inside of a car parked outside in hot weather.
   b. Under direct sunlight.
   c. Humid or corrosive locations.
   d. Keep away from hot surfaces, inflammable substances or explosive gas.
   e. Do not use or store the unit or the disposable nozzle pieces under the following conditions: Temp between 5°C and 45°C (41°F and 113°F).
   f. Do not immerse the nasal aspirator.
   g. Do not use attachments not recommended by Nuvita.
   h. Do not strike, bend or drop the unit.
   i. Use only Nuvita single use reservoir nozzle pieces for Cleanoz®. They are designed to be used only with Cleanoz® by Nuvita.
   j. The reservoir nozzle piece is not sterile.
   k. Do not use or store the unit or the disposable nozzle pieces under the following conditions: Temp between 5°C and 45°C (41°F and 113°F).
   l. The nozzle cleaner should not be used in any conditions other than those described above.
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2. The costs and risks involved in transporting the product to and from the store where you purchased or otherwise authorized collection centre to receive the products under warranty.

3. Damage caused by or resulting from improper installation or improper use not in accordance with the directions in the instruction manual.

4. Damage due to natural disasters, accidental events or adverse conditions not compatible with the product.

5. Defects that have a negligible effect on product performance.

The manufacturer, distributor and all the parties involved in the sale do not assume any liability for losses and economic damage from any malfunction of the product. In accordance with current regulations the manufacturer, distributor and all the parties involved in the sale are not responding in any case for damages, including direct, indirect ones, loss of net income, loss of savings and additional damage and other details consequences going beyond the damage caused by the breach of warranty, contract, strict liability, wrongdoing or due to other causes, resulting from the use or inability to use the product and / or paper and electronic documents, including the lack of service.

**TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE**

Di seguito vengono illustrati alcuni suggerimenti per la risoluzione dei problemi più comuni. In caso di difficoltà è possibile contattare il servizio clienti all’indirizzo e-mail: info@a-brands.biz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROBLEM</th>
<th>SOLUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Cleanoz® does not work:</td>
<td>Check the polarity of the batteries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the problem persists:</td>
<td>Remove and change the batteries by new ones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No suction; the disposable reservoir doesn't inflate:</td>
<td>Did you cover the transparent tank hole with your finger during suction?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If a damaged bag lets secretions penetrate inside the vacuum pump of</td>
<td>Remove the damaged disposable nose piece and aspirate clear water for 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleanoz®.</td>
<td>seconds with the Cleanoz®, then aspirate air for 5 seconds to dry the pump.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dry the transparent tank with a soft cloth. Your Cleanoz® is now ready to be used with a new disposable nozzle piece. To avoid this incident, be careful not to damage the reservoir bag when putting on a new nozzle piece.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>